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About the Com pany
The Co mpany was inco rpo rated in P akistan as a public limited
co mpany in A ugust 1983. The Co mpany started co mmercial
pro ductio n in January 1984, and is engaged in the assembling,
manufacturing and marketing o f Suzuki vehicles and spare parts.
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PSMC: Triple whammy encircle


Pak Suzuki Motor Company Limited (PSMC) has recently increased its prices
across all its variants. To recall, the company increased its prices earlier during
the start of the year followed by a price hike again in March.



The company posted a profitability of PKR 0.91bn (EPS: PKR 10.9) during the
1QCY18 compared to PKR 1.31bn (EPS: PKR 15.9) in the same period last year,
marking a decrease of 31%YoY



We have incorporated the price increase and have adjusted our pricing
assumption accordingly. In addition, our assumption also takes into account
budgetary measures (super-tax/ corporate tax rate and ban on non-filers). All
things considered, our revised earnings estimate for CY18E/CY19F/CY20F
stands at PKR ~ (44/46/40)/share.



We have a “BUY” call on scrip with our revised Dec-18 based target price of
PKR 499.5/share, offering +11% upside from its last closing. The company is
currently trading at CY18E P/E of 10.3 x and offers a dividend yield of 4.0%.

Pak Suzuki Motor Company Limited (PSMC) has recently increased its prices across all
its variants. To recall, the company increased its prices earlier during the start of the
year (CY18) followed by a price hike again in March. The move comes at a time when
various factors such as frequent volatility in exchange rates (PKR depreciation), rising
steel prices and recent budgetary measures (ban on non-filers) have loomed over the
entire auto-sector. Overall, the stock has underperformed by 18% against the
benchmark index during CY18TD with company’s profitability falling by 31%YoY for the
1QCY18. We have incorporated the price increase and have adjusted our pricing
assumption accordingly. In addition, our assumption also takes into account budgetary
measures (super-tax/ corporate tax rate and ban on non-filers) along with 1QCY18
financial accounts. All things considered, our revised earnings estimate for
CY18E/CY19F/CY20F stands at PKR ~ (44/46/40)/share resulting in slight upward
revision in target price by 1% to PKR 499.5/share.

Fall in PKR against USD sparked series of price hike during 1HCY18
0%

-20%

Automobile Assembler

To recap, the company initially increased its prices (1-2%/unit) during the start of the
year when PKR had already lost its value against USD by 5% back in Dec-17. More so, in
the ensuing months, on international front, USD/JPY witnessed strong rally with JPY
touching 105 against USD during Feb-18, thereby further exhibiting pressure on
imported costs. Consequently, the impact was hit back with a second price increase
(3%/unit) during the month of Mar-18. As of now, with PKR depreciated further by 4%
against USD, the company tackled it with a third price hike; this time marking an
increase of 4% on average per unit. We have incorporated the recent price in our
estimates and kept our pricing assumption at ~2-3%/unit on average from CY19
onwards as we believe with competition to kick-in and macroeconomic situation in
doldrums, this will leave company with limited pricing capability to pass-on it costs.
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Exchange rate movements

CRC prices (USD/ton) and %- YoY change
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Budgetary measures: Ban on non-filers to impede volumetric sales in medium
term
The ban imposed on non-filers for the purchase of new cars will restrict demand in the
medium term with customers switching towards secondary markets (second hand-cars);
hence we have cut down our sales assumption by ~3-4% for CY18E.
Furthermore, continuation of super tax will negatively impact our earnings for
CY18E/CY19F by 7%/2%; however, with reduction in corporate tax rate by 1% each year
this will provide some accretion (3-5%) to our earnings estimates from CY20F onwards.

Earnings to glide down post competition; gross margins to remain subdued
Accordingly we revise our earnings downwards by 13%/8% to PKR~ (44/46)/share for
CY18E/CY19F. For CY20F-CY23 earnings will be revised upwards by 4% on average to PKR~
(40-38)/share. Nevertheless, aggressive competition would impede volumetric sales with
earnings to witness major setback (decline of 13%YoY) from CY20 onwards.
Moreover, we expect gross margins to hover around ~8.3% for CY18E, compressing
thereon by ~400bps YoY owing to rising raw material costs (increase in CRC prices /PKR
depreciation) and limited price-pass over capacity.

Dwindling gross margins amid rising input costs crumbled profitability by
31%YoY to PKR 0.91bn (EPS: PKR 10.9) for 1QCY18
The company posted a profitability of PKR 0.91bn (EPS: PKR 10.9) during the 1QCY18
compared to PKR 1.31bn (EPS: PKR 15.9) in the same period last year, marking a decrease
of 31%YoY. Although, the company witnessed a double digit growth in its volumes with
net sales increasing by +32%YoY to PKR 32bn, this failed to reflect in corresponding
increase in profitability primarily owing to changes in sales mix (low margin sales) and
rising input costs. As such, gross margins decreased substantially by 400bps YoY to 8.30%,
improving by a mere 50bps on sequential basis.

Recommendation
We have a “BUY” call on scrip with our revised Dec-18 based target price of PKR
499.5/share, offering +11% upside from its last closing. The company is currently trading
at CY18E P/E of 10.3 x and offers a dividend yield of 4.0%.
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